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Welcome  
to Make.  
Here’s a small  
selection of  
our interior 
products to 
give you a taste 
of the style, 
function and 
price you can 
expect with us.

Wishlist booklet –  
start designing your 
dream kitchen today!
Please pick up your 
wishlist booklet from 
the showroom or simply 
download our wishlist 
booklet PDF for free  
and tell us how we  
can help you bring  
your ideas to life!

PLEASE VISIT OUR  
‘News & Info’ section at  
www.makekitchens.com IVORY DUST GREY

All Kensington Shaker doors 
are available in 5 ex-stock 
colours - Ivory, Dust Grey, 
Light Grey, Mussel and  
Porcelain

22 paint colours 
available for  
this range

DOOR COLOURS



Kensington
With it’s grain and clean lines, 
the Kensington kitchen has an  
understated honesty and elegance. 
The doors themselves and stylish 
glass inserts are more than enough 
to create a classic, timeless kitchen. 

Band 1 from £1,795

www.makekitchens.com

LIGHT GREY MUSSEL GRAPHITE PORCELAIN

Kensington Mussel (top) and feature 
curve units (bottom)

Kensington 
Sage Green



www.makekitchens.com

150mm pull out racking 
and pan drawers

Zola
Zola is perfect for creating a  
modern look. Clean, sharp and for 
fans of all things minimal, Zola 
allows you to create looks that  
reflect light, radiate a sense of  
sophistication and blend perfectly 
with your home’s architectural  
characteristics.

Band 2 from £1,995

CASHMERE LIGHT GREY

All Zola doors,  
drawer fronts and frames  
all come in a wide range 
of Matt and Gloss  
colour finishes

DOOR COLOURS

With 40 door options, 
plus 20 additional 
paint-to-order colours



GRAPHITE IVORY COPPER CHARACTER 
GRAPHITE

PORCELAIN RECLAIMED  
OAK

Tavola white 
and oak



PHOENIX GLOSS / 
WHITE

PHOENIX GLOSS / 
CREAM

PHOENIX GLOSS / 
IVORY

PHOENIX GLOSS / 
CASHMERE

All Phoenix doors, 
drawer fronts, and  
quadrant doors are  
available in a variety of 
Matt and Gloss finishes

DOOR COLOURS

Dynamic design
Pared down elegance at it’s most Eclectric,  
Phoenix delivers with classic lines and minimal fuss. 
For kitchens that deserve to be on the cover of  
a magazine, top-notch style is made effortless  
and a cut above the rest



www.makekitchens.comwww.makekitchens.com

Light Grey and Fossil 
& Anthracite

Phoenix
Phoenix takes modern thinking to 
the next dimension. The flush sweep 
of cabinets can be designed to suit 
all requirements, with a range of 
distinctive low and high level 
configurations. And, noticeably, 
the acrylic laminated doors are 
beautifully edged. 

Band 3 from £2,095

PHOENIX GLOSS / 
LIGHT GREY

PHOENIX GLOSS / 
MIRA COSA

PHOENIX GLOSS / 
TIEPOLO

PHOENIX GLOSS / 
BLACK



www.makekitchens.com

Light grey dresser unit and  
a Parisian blue painted 
statement island 

PAINTED  
IVORY

PAINTED  
LIGHT BLUE

Wakefield
Characterised by the internal  
moulding surrounding its centre 
panel, the Wakefield door provides 
a pleasing compromise for anyone 
seeking something in between a 
traditional and a contemporary 
door style.

Band 4 from £2,295

All Wakefield doors, 
drawer fronts, Georgian 
frames and quadrant 
doors are available in 
an Oak or Painted finish

DOOR COLOURS

www.makekitchens.com

Mix & Match
When mixing colours, why 
stop at two? Combining three 
colours works extremely well 
too, so remember to try this 
when planning your design 

27 paint colours 
available for  
this range



OAK GEORGIAN FRAME 
PAINTED IVORY

ALDANA AIR 
FORCE

BELGRAVIA  
LAVENDER

PLAIN FRAME  
PAINTED LIGHT GREY

QUADRANT DOOR 
PAINTED IVORY



WHITE LIGHT GREYPORCELAIN CASHMERE

All Strada doors, 
drawer fronts, frames 
and quadrant doors 
are available in a wide 
range of colours  
and finishes

DOOR COLOURS



www.makekitchens.com

Cashmere curved door 
unit and a oven housing in 
a Matt Light Grey finish

Strada
Making the ultimate contemporary 
style statement with handleless  
doors and drawer fronts, Strada is  
a high quality product with an  
exceptionally flawless, mirror-like 
finish. Using internal and external 
curves with clean lines to create a 
High end, modern & stylish kitchen.

Band 3-4 from £2,095 - £2,295

STONE GRAPHITEIVORY DUST GREY

www.makekitchens.com

Designer touches
The use of quadrant 
mouldings and  
curved doors create  
a stunning design 
feature in this 
contemporary kitchen



Overmantle and a 
feature canope

Madison
Madison gives a strong statement 
with paints in bold, daring colours. 
Alternatively, create a peaceful 
haven with soft pastels. Either way, a 
painted kitchen is the ideal solution. 
Your painted kitchen can epitomise 
the contemporary, the traditional,  
or anything in between. 

Band 4 from £2,295

DUST GREY IVORY

All Madison doors, 
drawer fronts, Georgian 
frames and quadrant 
doors are available in 
an Oak or Painted finish

DOOR COLOURS

www.makekitchens.com

21 paint colours 
available for  
this range



PAINTED LIGHT 
GREY

OAK OLIVEMUSSEL PAINTED WHITE QUADRANT DOOR 
PAINTED CREAM

Light grey and graphite



LINEAR / GALLEY

U OR G SHAPE

OPEN PLAN

L SHAPE

ISLAND

A long room means you’ll have 
plenty of space for cabinetry; 
keep wall units to a minimum  
so you don’t end up with a  
corridor effect. Handleless units, 
pale colours and clever lighting 
will give a streamlined, open 
and bright feel to this space.

Tricky corners can be  
maximised with clever storage 
options, such as carousels or 
large pull-out drawers. If you 
have a large enough U-shape, 
try adding a breakfast bar as 
this will add a lived-in feel to  
the space.

Open plan kitchens are 
perfect for modern living - but 
remember that you don’t want 
appliances that are too noisy. 
Storage solutions, different  
lighting zones and a dimmer 
will help create different 
moods, whilst keeping it tidy.

Space is maximised in this 
layout, leaving a lot of room to 
move around the centre of the 
kitchen. This is ideal if you want 
to add a dining table.

The most sought-after layout, 
an island kitchen can add 
flexibility. You could include 
your oven or sink in the island 
creating space elsewhere, or 
use it as a breakfast bar. These 
looks are usually reserved for 
slightly larger spaces.

Utilise Your Shape THE WORKING TRIANGLE
The kitchen work triangle connects the three main work areas in the kitchen  
- the sink, the cooker, and the refrigerator. Efficiently designing the path  
connecting these areas can save time and energy in the kitchen.

Our staff are kitchen designers.  
They will advise you of the best  
design and style to suit the shape 
and size of your kitchen, meeting 
your practical needs for everyday 
living, while at the same time 
creating the edge, to give you the 
individual character you demand.

PLEASE SEE OUR VAST KITCHEN PRODUCT RANGE AT:  
www.makekitchens.com



# In Numbers

Make Kitchens is one of Northern 
Ireland’s leading modern and  
contemporary kitchen, bedroom 
and sliding robe suppliers.  
In 2000, Make was established to 
supply the finest quality kitchens 
across Northern Ireland from our 
Belfast store. 

Partnering with leading local  
producers and manufacturers,  
not to mention established  
appliance brands including 
Bosch, Neff, Gorenje, Hotpoint,  
Indesit, Franke and Blanco,  
Make quickly became the go-to 
kitchen company for the 
province’s contemporary 
home owners. 

We not only supply bespoke 
quality kitchens, but we also 
provide contemporary bedroom 
furniture and sliding robes.

Our in-store design consultants 
provide tailor-made solutions to 
ensure the design and finish of 
your kitchen or bedroom 
matches your taste, requirements 
and budget. Our kitchens and  
bedrooms are uniquely built with 
your home in mind, so if it is an 
awkward space you want to fill  
or you need a unit that isn’t a  
standard size, it isn’t a problem.  
We make your kitchen or 
bedroom tailored to your 
individual space.

Visit our website  
www.makekitchens.com to  
view our extensive range and  
see customer testimonials from  
past projects. You can also take  
a virtual tour of our showroom  
displaying over 24 kitchens and  
8 sliding robe displays.  
At Make, we know that the  
kitchen is the place to cook, the 
place where kids play, where 
meals are eaten and the place 
where every party ends up! 
Whatever your lifestyle, we have 
the ability to identify with the  
ambience of your home and  
can help you make the heart  
of your home a much nicer  
place to be.

Let us show you how  
we can, Make it different

100% LOCALLY MADE OR 
SOURCED PRODUCTS

80% OF OUR KITCHENS 
ARE SOLD AS A 
RESULT OF DIRECT 
RECOMMENDATION

OVER 150 DIFFERENT 
DOORS AVAILABLE FROM 
FOUR LOCAL BRANDS

FULL 18mm RIGID  
BUILT CARCASSES  
INCLUDING BACK PANELS
–  DOORS ATTACHED      
–  SOFT CLOSE HINGES
 
CHOICE OF SOFT CLOSE 
OR METAL BOX 
DRAWERS / CUTLERY 
TRAY INCLUDED

STANDARD OR TALL 
HEIGHT WALL UNITS

4 DIFFERENT CARCASS 
COLOURS TO 
CHOOSE FROM

A WIDE RANGE  
OF AWARD-WINNING  
APPLIANCE, SINK  
AND TAP BRANDS  
AVAILABLE

A FULL RANGE OF 
TOP QUALITY 
ACCESSORY BRANDS

KITCHEN                 OVERS AVAILABLE - DOORS/WORKTOPS AND ACCESSORIES



Personal Loan Calculator

How much would you like to borrow? 

Example figure below 

Monthly repayment 

Total amount payable

Interest rate

Example

£

Months (fixed) 10% Deposit

5000

36 £500

£144.11

£5687.96

9.9% p.a. (fixed)(£33.25 per week)

9.9% 
APR

Borrow

Borrow

Borrow

£2000

£3000

£4000

Total repayment 
over 36 months
£2305.80 £64.05 pm

Total repayment 
over 36 months
£3458.52 £96.07 pm

Total repayment 
over 36 months
£4611.60 £128.10 pm

Finance
We offer customer finance, please see our personal loan 
calculator with example figures below. The finance is set at 
a fixed interest rate of 9.9% over a fixed 36 month period. 
Please speak to a member of staff for further details. 
Terms and conditions apply.



Band 1 - £1795
Band 2 - £1995

Band 3 - £2095
Band 4 - £2295

Band 5 - £2650
Band 6 - £3195

This kitchen including laminate worktops, single bowl sink with lever tap, 
choice of handles, 18mm rigid or flat pack carcass, softclose hinges,  
metal box drawers, all panels, cornice and pelmet, VAT and delivery

kitchens  bedrooms  sliding robes

Upgrades
Softclose upgrade  
to drawers  
£110 per drawer pack

Upgrade to a bowl 
and a half sink  
£35

Linen/white/Ivory/
Oak colour coded 
carcass

Appliances
Listed below  
are Indesit

Stainless steel  
Single oven  
£235

Stainless steel  
Double oven  
£350

Gas hob (4 ring)  
£145

Ceramic hob  
(4 ring)  
£200

Fully Integrated  
dishwasher 
£290

Fully Integrated  
washing machine  
£370

Fully Integrated fridge/
freezer (50/50 split)  
£310

Fully Integrated  
fridge/freezer  
(70/30 split)  
£370

Stainless steel  
extractor (60cm)  
£150

Curved/ Straight  
glass extractor 
£220

Worktops  
Per metre  
(600 wide)

Price depends on 
lengths available
 
Laminate worktops  
£55

25mm worktops  
£96 (only available  
3.6metre lengths)

Solid Oak  
£135

Granite  
£390

Fitting
For the kitchen shown above, carpentry work costs from only £450  
(electrics, plumbing and extras are additional and can be ascertained upon site visit)

PRICES ARE CORRECT AT TIME OF PRINT JUNE 2018

Example 
shown is a 

Band 1      
 Kitchen

£1795
FROM



Quality,  
affordable  
and stylish

Storage

3 of the words we 
would use to describe 
our fantastic range of 
sliding robes. All our 
bespoke sliding robes 
are made locally to 
suit any room type.

Our Sliding Robes are 
not just designed to 
be in your bedroom, 
we offer all types of 
solutions for all living 
areas, the office, the 
garage and even  
your bathroom.

While creating elegant 
design and offering 
the highest level of 
practicality, you can 
personalise your own 
new fitted wardrobe 
space. Choose the 
exact storage design 
layout that you want. 
All designs and interiors 
are custom made to 
your specification.

Simple Storage Solutions
Our sliding robes are made bespoke for your space using local 
suppliers. We can fit them into any size of room with a choice of 
over 50 different colours in any combination.



WWW.MAKEKITCHENS.COM/BUILDER

Try out at home or in our showroom

SLIDING 
ROBES

£995
INCLUDING VAT

PICTURE FOR ILLUSTRATION PURPOSES ONLY

FITTED 
2 METRE RUN

- INTERNALS – SHORT AND  
  LONG HANGING

- TOP SHELF
- ON SITE SURVEY
- DELIVERY
- ADDITIONAL COMPONENTS  
  & DOORS AVAILABLE

DESIGN YOUR OWN  
SLIDING ROBES AT:



In planning your new dream 
kitchen or bedroom, our team 
of highly talented designers will 
invite you to the showroom to 
discuss proposals via technical 
drawings and 3D renderings 
displayed on 42-inch plasma 
screens. The final consultation 
gives the customer the 
opportunity to see their dream 
contemporary kitchen or 
bedroom before arranging 
delivery and installation. 

We pride ourselves on 
supplying locally designed 
and manufactured bespoke, 
contemporary kitchens 
created for you using the 
best locally-sourced materials, 
combined with creative, 
intelligent design.

We provide a stunningly  
versatile range of styles  
from modern to traditional,  
encompassing solid wood to  
ultra hi-gloss and a full range of 
worktops from laminate to solid 
stone and wood surfaces. 

In planning your new dream kitchen or 
bedroom, our team of highly talented  
designers will invite you to the showroom 
to discuss proposals via technical  
drawings and 3D renderings displayed  
on 42-inch plasma screens.

Our designers will take you on a  
3D Journey of your new kitchen or bedroom



www.makekitchens.com

1 Bring your kitchen measurements into us for a design consultation, view the   
    kitchens on display and pick a style. (See helpful hints sheet for measuring.)

2 Once happy with the plan and the price quoted, place a 10 % service fee on  
   the kitchen. This in turn releases the kitchen plan, component checklist and a   
    list of contact details of approved fitters.                           

3 Arrange a survey to be carried out by a fitter and get the fitting estimate. This     
   service also includes a check of the component list before the order is placed.

4 Visit the Make showroom for the second time with the kitchen measurements  
   and the component list checked and /or the changes made by the fitter.   
   Changes will be made now and 40% of the balance paid.

5 Delivery date will be set for 3-4 weeks and you will receive your Order 
   Confirmation and Final plans. Contact the fitter to arrange a fitting date. 
   The final 50% of the balance is payable on delivery and your fitter is paid once 
   the kitchen is fitted.

Service fees are non-refundable and will come off the final price of the kitchen.

steps to 
            kitchens5

DON’T JUST TAKE OUR WORD FOR IT. CHECK OUT 
OUR NEW WEBSITE’S PROJECTS AND TESTIMONIALS

IN ASSOCIATION WITH



Projects And Testimonials 
Check out some of our previous customers’ kitchens, and to see more, 
Please visit www.makekitchens.com/projectstestimonials

“The guys at  
had alot of time 
for us, especially 
when we changed 
the kitchen from 
one end of the 
room to the other! 
Thanks you for 
your patience, 
time and effort”





kitchens  bedrooms  sliding robes

www.makekitchens.com

Projects and  
Testimonials

Visit our showroom at: 
Unit 8 Enterprise House, 
Boucher Crescent,  
Belfast, BT12 6HU

Follow us:

Tweet us @makekitchens
Find us on Pinterest
Find us on Instagram

Find us on Facebook

FREE PHONE us on 
08000 086 086 or

TEL 02895 211 521

OPENING TIMES
Monday  10am - 6pm
Tuesday  10am - 6pm
Wednesday  10am - 6pm
Thursday  11am  - 9pm
Friday  10am - 6pm
Saturday  10am - 5pm 

Our Design Service
Questions to ask yourself
1 What do I not like about my  
   kitchen at the moment?
2 What do I like about my kitchen  
   at the moment?
3 What would I want in my new kitchen?

Using the latest design software presented to you on one 
of our large plasma screens, our designers will take you 
on a 3D journey of your new kitchen or bedroom.

What we need from you
// Size of walls
// Position of key features e.g windows,                                                             
   doors and distances from start of walls
// Any other key features that can  
   affect kitchen measurements

Talk To One Of Our Designers Today!

If you have any 
questions or need 
further information, 
contact us at:


